Abstract -The paper proposes that the spot exchange rate consist of two parts. Important information content is with its underlying movement, in accordance with the development in the economy and the adjustment in economic activity. The paper then extracts the underlying movement from the spot exchange rate using the state space method and the frequency domain method. The extracted component is persistent as expected, catching trend movement and matching the statistical characteristics of the forward premium to some degree. Based on the results, the paper is able to reject the finding in many previous studies that the forward premium predicts the future spot rate in a completely wrong way. The paper concludes that the forward premium does not help explain the future spot rate as its most feasible result.
Introduction
The forward premium puzzle in foreign exchange rate determination has been a focus in the study of foreign exchange market efficiency in the last two decades. The issue remains unsolved despite tremendous efforts having been made by researchers using various econometric methods. The present paper differs from all previous studies in its fundamental perception of the forward premium. Consequently, the modelling strategy for the relationship between changes in the spot rate and forward premia differs fundamentally from previous studies. We believe that the forward premium puzzle will never be solved technically unless academics change the views on the underlying process of the exchange rate fundamentally.
The paper proposes that the spot exchange rate or the change in the spot rate consist of two parts. Much of the change in the spot rate is trading noise, random walk like, can not and need not be modeled. Important information content is with its underlying movement, in accordance with the development in the economy and the adjustment in economic activity. It is this component that is of significance in the foreign exchange market, and may be explained by the forward premium. This component is persistent as it catches the trend movement, which shares the similar pattern with the forward premium statistically also. In this spirit, we extract the underlying movement from the spot exchange rate in a fundamental way.
The idea of the present paper is motivated by the failure of many previous studies to identify a reasonably acceptable correspondence between the change in the spot rate and the forward premium. These studies range from early years, such as Gweke and Feige (1979) , Hansen and Hodrick (1980) , Bilson (1981) , Longworth (1981) , MacDonald (1983 ), Fama (1984 , Gregory and McCurdy (1984) , Hsieh (1984) , MacDonald and Torrance (1988) , and Copeland (1989) ; and stretch into the 1990s, for example, Cavaglia et al (1994) , and Peel and Pope (1995) . More recent efforts have been made by Schotman et al (1997) and Huisman et al (1998) . Many possible irregularities and factors have been considered, e.g., time varying risk premium, time varying volatility, and the news, but they do not achieve fundamentally different results.
Probably the regression intercept of zero and slope of unity should not be simply interpreted as a criterion for market efficiency which previous studies have striven hard to achieve, or been puzzled if is not met. Probably a slope of the statistically insignificant unity is a better indication of market efficiency. So investors cannot consistently make abnormal profits on the one hand, and they will not be guaranteed a sure outcome on the other hand. That is, on average the forward rate equals the future spot rate, but the former can be higher or lower than the latter and the deviation can be large. In fact, the market mechanism for forward exchange will eliminate the possibility of zero deviation but there ought to be no upper limit for the deviation. If the above reasoning is sensible, then any insignificant slope, small preferred, will not be seen as violating market efficiency conditions. Further, a non-zero intercept, instead of being interpreted as an indication of market inefficiency, should be seen as correct expectations of market movement, when it is not statistically different from the value of the forward premium while the slope is insignificant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology of this study. Empirical investigations are carried out in Section 3 in searching for fundamental links between the change in the spot rate and the forward premium with a case of the US dollar vis-à-vis the British pound. Three illustrative examples are provided in Section 4 to facilitate further discussions. Finally Section 4 summarizes the study with concluding remarks.
Methodology
We use two approaches to decomposing the spot exchange rate and extract the trend component from the spot rate. One is the state space approach and the other is in the frequency domain. To estimate economic time series in the state space, realized by a Kalman filter, was proposed by Clark (1987) in the decomposition of trend and cycle components in US GNP. Our modeling strategy is similar but we have a different specification for the growth rate in the trend, or more precisely for our case, changes in the underlying trend in the spot rate. The frequency domain method was used by Copeland and Wang (1993) to separate the higher and lower frequency components in the spot exchange rate. The two approaches are discussed in the following two sub-sections respectively.
State space estimation
The state space model is as follows: Clark (1993) where the rate of change is a pure random walk, our model has a stochastic rate of change that can be stationary or non-stationary depending on the value of γ. Specifically, if γ is smaller than but close to one, the rate of change is persistent in its behavior, similar to the forward premium. Estimation of the state variables can be achieved by using the Kalman filter.
Equation (1) can be expressed in the matrix form:
where 
t ψ can be regarded the system wide variance. The conditional density function is:
where 1 − t I is the information set at time t-1. The Kalman filter can be estimated by maximizing the log likelihood of the above density function:
t T s , can be obtained as one of the state variables accordingly.
Frequency domain decomposition
Frequency domain decomposition is accomplished by transforming the exchange rate time series into its corresponding frequency elements -a "series" with the frequency subscript. Then the higher frequency components are filtered out and the lower frequency trend components are extracted.
The Fourier transform of the time series t s is defined as:
Define k F as a low pass filter, i.e., it filters out the higher frequency components and keeps the lower frequency components only. Let t s pass through the filter:
The inverse Fourier transform of k T S , :
is the lower frequency trend component of spot exchange rate changes. The simplest high pass filter is a rectangular window with its value being one for k ≤ k P , where k P is chosen to be the cut off frequency, and zero at other frequency points. As sharp edged filters do not work well, we use a high pass filter that is cosinely decreasing with the frequency.
Empirical results
Monthly spot exchange rates and 30 day forward exchange rates of the British pound vis-à-vis the US dollar are used in empirical inquiry. The data set runs from January 1976 and ends in August 2000. Table 1 presents the basic statistics of the spot exchange rate and the forward premium. Figure 1 exhibits the spot rate during this period, and Figure 2 and Figure 3 show and compare changes in the spot rate and the forward premium in the time domain and the frequency domain respectively. It can be seen that the standard deviation of the spot rate is more than 12 times larger than that of the forward premium; or the variance of the former is almost 150 times larger than that of the latter. Figure 2 demonstrates the difference strikingly. It is clearly not sensible to run regression analysis between these two variables with an expectation that the slope can be unity. Figure 3 further reveals the differences between spot rate changes and the forward premium in the frequency domain. Firstly, changes in the spot rate have much more power or energy compared with the forward premium. Secondly, the forward premium consists of much more lower frequency components relative to higher frequency components, while changes in the spot rate behave like white noises. Notice the log spectra of the two series are graphed on The Kalman filter decomposition results are reported in s , is decreasing with the frequency, matching that of the forward premium, but only to a small degree. Therefore, little information has been extracted, as the spot rate itself is white noise like, containing little information. After t T s , has been extracted, the remaining part of t s becomes even whiter 1 .
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We progress to Table 1 and the first row in Table 3 , the mean value of changes is insignificant, losing any rough guideline for future spot rate movement.
{Table 3}
At first glance our results appear to be inconclusive, as they suggest that the future spot exchange rate is not predictable by the forward premium in anyway. In fact, that the future spot exchange rate can not be predicted in either a wrong way or in an unbiased fashion by the forward premium is a market reality. Most people do not believe that future spot rate changes can be explained by the forward premium in a completely wrong way, found in many previous studies; and few, if any, have exploited the opportunity according to that kind of formulation.
However, why should people expect that the forward premium is an unbiased predictor of the future spot rate? If so, covered interest parity holds and transactions made with and without a forward contract will yield the same outcome. This is certainly untrue, as with a forward contract, every possibility, better or worse, is likely to happen. There is simply no such certainty in a financial market, be it efficient or not, viewed in the standard definition of the efficient market or other sensible forms. There would be no demand for the forward exchange if it were an unbiased predictor of the future spot exchange rate. Moreover, our analysis suggests that the intercept in the second and third rows in Table 3 is not statistically different from the mean value of the forward premium, which appears to be correct expectations and the only reliable indication of exchange rate movement with regard to this case. In this way, our results are most feasible that one can expect to achieve.
Further discussions : does a negative slope mean anything?
We use simple illustrative examples to show that a verdict on the predicting power of forward premia based on the size and sign of the slope parameter is misleading and meaningless. We regression, then the corresponding intercept in Table 3 simply becomes -0.4292e -3 and the slope becomes -0.16195. Their t-statistics remain exactly the same.
β= -1.6195
This is a case that the slope has not only the wrong magnitude but also wrong sign. It is predicted that the spot rate will be $(1.5021±0.0015)/£, with the 90% confidence interval being (1.5006, 1.5036). Profit can be made with a significant negative β= -1.6195: Buy $ forward @$1.4987/£ at t and sell $ @$(1.5021±0.0015)/£ at t+1, the mean return is 0.0034, the 90% confidence interval is (0.0019, 0.0049), ignoring interest differentials. It appears to suggest that a trader always gains from using this strategy.
β=1
This is a case of perfect prediction, or a market efficiency scenario. It predicts the spot rate will be $(1.4987±0.00001)/£, with the 90% confidence interval being (1.49869, 1.49871). If engage in the forward trade, the mean return is 0, the 90% confidence interval is (-0.00001, 0.00001) . A trader may gain or may lose under such circumstances.
α= -0.0008237, β=0
This is a case using the estimated parameters from the Kalman filter method. 
Summary
By considering the underlying trend movement of the exchange rate, the paper proposes that the spot exchange rate consist of two parts, and accordingly, extracts the underlying movement from the spot exchange rate in a fundamental way, using the state space method and the frequency domain method. The extracted component is persistent, catching trend movement and sharing some similar statistical characteristics with the forward premium, as expected. Our conclusion is simple and straightforward: the forward premium does not explain the future spot rate in either a completely wrong way or in a "right" way. It is this simple mechanism that keeps the foreign exchange market moving in a way it is and should be. 
